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Batch system optimization

User requirements and use cases

Different Virtual Organizations have different requirements in terms of computing. For example Theophys VO requires
a lot of parallel jobs, while LHC experiments just need huge bunches of serial jobs. Some astrophysics
experiments often require huge running time for few jobs, while some other requires huge number of very
short jobs.
Taking into account all those different requirements need a hard work of optimization the the batch system policies.
We configured the batch system with few queue for different use cases:
•local jobs with higher priority than grid jobs
•very long and low priority queue in order to allow up to 1 month of run
•nodes properties in order to choose a subset of uniform machine that are most suitable for very large MPI jobs.
•very short and high priority queue iallow fast execution of short jobs.
•an home made daemon in order to rise the priority of the interactive jobs and make them run as soon as possible.
•standing and advanced reservation are used to accommodate few specific user needs.

Interactive cluster using interactive jobs

The interactive cluster is usually deployed buying, configuring and mantaining resources following user needs.
The intrinsic problem with this approach is scalability: sooner or later, the cluster will not fit anymore the user
needs, due to increased number of users and/or increased usage; at that point, in most cases the solution can only be a
full upgrade the whole cluster.
An other problem is the load balance: it far from easy to share the load of the interactive activities between several
machines.
We tried another solution, which is based on the batch system. Using the same principles of the batch job
submission, the user could also use some available worker nodes as interactive resources. The batch
manager chooses the right CPU to
execute the generic interactive job; since
the execution starts, the user holds a
dedicated CPU during all his work. The
scalability of the interactive cluster is the
same provided with the batch system, as
the generic CPU of the cluster is the
generic slot provided by worker nodes.
In this scenario, the cluster can increase in
size, dynamically, without downtimes,
and following the user requests; on the
other hand, it's much more easier for the
site administrators to manage one
unique homogeneous cluster of
machines (the same used by batch and
grid jobs).

Our farm supports many users from about a dozen of different research groups;
these groups have usually very different needs. One of our goals was to find solutions
that try to satisfy as many needs as possible minimizing the number of services to
deploy.
Concerning the user needs, many critical choices have been made:
•the file system: this had to be fast and POSIX compliant, in order to support
interactive sessions just like a local filesystem; besides, the file system had to be
shared on all the nodes of the farm, in order to allow both batch and interactive
jobs to access both the user home directories and the globally available data
stored on site. On the site administration side, it was important to adopt a solution
which allowed a warm upgrade of the disk space, so the adoption of a cluster
file system was preferred;
•the interaction with the computing nodes: users ask usually very different computing
power during interactive sessions (from 1 core to several hundreds), so we have
configured Torque/MAUI to serve interactive jobs;
•a set of front-end machines have been configured in a DNS round-robin fashion to
allow users to access the farm and then submit both interactive and batch jobs.
This way of interacting with computational resources is extremely general;
neverthless in order to permit users to run very simple
code, running directly on frontends is
permitted, under some restrictions
(memory, number of processes),
as all the frontends mount the
shared file system as well.

Storage performance

A very important activity in the last months has been to increase the job efficiency, trying to discover and get rid of
bottle-necks, tuning the parts of the whole system, thus maximizing the usage of resources. This activity was mainly
required from the CMS VO, which needs in particular very efficient I/O for analysis jobs.
The storage infrastructure is typically the most critical part of the infrastructure. The goal was to optimize the whole
"chain", starting from the disk to the software storage management system. We have been working on this activity since
2008, testing lots of storage solutions (SUN J4500, Nexsan
SATABeast, Xyratex) with typical size of 30-40TB per
box, using mainly dCache and StoRM/Lustre as candidate
[fig.1]: ~400MB/s read and write
storage manager.
We first of all tested the storage servers locally using IOZone;
Random Read [fig.1] is the worst situation in which the server
would work and emulates quite well a large amount of
concurrent jobs reading data, and after that we moved to run
real CMS analysis jobs in order to cross check the results
obtained with IOZone with the real application. This test [fig.1]
uses 5 disk servers, network 4x1Gbps each, total190TB, ~600 concurrent jobs.
The typical situation in production (15 servers, 500TB, ~1000 slots) is shown in fig. 2.
Finally, you can observe the convenience of using Lustre vs NFS when the number of processes is >8 [fig.3]: this test
performs a kernel untar, which writes about 30000 files, more than 300MB total, using n concurrent jobs, with n = 1,8,16
processes.
65% CPU
efficiency!

In fig.4 it’s shown the CMS
Job Robot CPU efficiency
after the migration from
dCache to Lustre.
[fig.4]: Job Robot dCache vs Lustre comparison
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[fig.2]: concurrent read up to 2 GB/s

[fig.3]: Lustre vs NFS

Results

Some ghaphs show the activity on the farm during the last
months. In particular, you can see about 700 CPUs working
for 5 months, equivalent to 105000 CPUdays; comparing this
value to 97032 of total walltime, we can compute a
97032/105000*100 = 92.4% of occupancy!

